INTRODUCTION
One of the main problems in combinatorics is the existence and uniqueness questions for designs, especially symmetric designs. We want to know for which parameter values such designs exist and for which parameter values the designs are unique. The case of projective planes has been intensively studied but not much progress has been made since the Bruck Ryser Chowla theorem now almost 40 years old.
In a very recent paper [l] Assmus proposes using sets of ovals in order to disprove the long-standing conjecture that, up to isomorphism, there is but one projective plane of order p, p a prime. His starting point is a surprising and interesting observation concerning a certain set of 16 points and 16 tonics in PG(2, 5): as Assmus puts it "Quite miraculously these 16 tonics have the property that any two meet in precisely two points and thus constitute a biplane on the point set." He goes on to say that "Although the curious phenomenen just described is probably unique, the very existence of any biplane inside a projective plane cries out for an examination of such phenomena."
Our main purpose here is to re-interpret the biplane in PG(2,5) and to show that the existence of this biplane in PG(2, 5) is far from unique. In fact (Theorem 3) we show that in n: = PG(2, q) for ail odd q > 3 there exists a biplane on 16 points such that the blocks are sets of6 points of z that lie on a conic. Our proof consists of exploiting the classical Kummer surface or rather the famous configuration of its 16 singular points and planes which, in fact, form a biplane of grid type (see Sections 2 and 3). 
